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Experiment on freeze-out removal of carbon dioxide from methane mixture
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An experiment is designed and executed on freeze-out removal of carbon dioxide
from methane mixture in a heat exchanger. Pre-mixed gas of carbon dioxide and
methane (30:70 on mole basis) flows in opposite direction of cold nitrogen gas so
that the cool-down passage of mixture is heavily frosted with carbon dioxide.
After a period of freeze-out operation, the frosted heat exchanger is slowly
warmed up with heat leak from the ambient. Temperature is measured at a number
of axial locations during the freeze-out and warm-up process. From the measured
history of temperature distribution and exit gas concentration, the frost location
and required temperature for clean-up are estimated.

INTRODUTION

Liquefaction of methane obtained from biogas or landfill gas [1-5] has been one of the recent efforts to
utilize renewable energy and reduce greenhouse gas. Since the major components of biogas are methane
and carbon dioxide, the removal of carbon dioxide is a significant pre-process to avoid the serious
increase of flow resistance or even a blockage of passage due to frost deposition. A variety of carbon
dioxide removal methods are available, including distillation and temperature or pressure swing
adsorption (TSA or PSA). A TSA system was adopted in the liquefier developed in U.S.A. [2], where two
adsorbent beds are alternatively used to capture carbon dioxide at ambient temperature and to release
carbon dioxide at a high temperature (320oC). A distillation tower was designed in Chinese system [3],
which operates at a very high pressure (4.2 MPa) in temperature ranges of 218-280 K. Recently, a pilot
plant in Korea was designed and successfully operated to produce liquid methane at 176 L/h (1,100
gallons/day) by the team including the present authors. A PSA system was installed in the plant for the
removal of carbon dioxide.

For future application, the present authors proposed an integrated cryogenic design to simultaneously
remove carbon dioxide and liquefy methane in a heat exchanger [6,7], as shown in Figure 1. The mixture of
methane and carbon dioxide is cooled with cold nitrogen gas of a closed Brayton cryocooler. Two identical
heat exchangers (HXA and HXB) are installed in parallel and take turns alternatively with a time period so
that one is in separation-liquefaction mode while the other is in clean-up mode.

This proposed removal system may have advantages in simplicity and energy efficiency over the
existing systems. In addition, the system does not require such a high pressure as distillation or such
a large surface area as adsorption. On the other hand, the heat exchanger design is complicated, since the
removal process involves a transient combined heat and mass transfer problem with phase change.
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Figure 1. Simplified flow diagram of integrated system for carbon dioxide removal and methane liquefaction

There has been related previous works on freeze-out removal of carbon dioxide. Chang and Smith
presented an analytical model and experimental verification on the distribution of frost deposition of
carbon dioxide in helium heat exchanger [8]. Recently, the present authors developed a combined heat
and mass transfer model on the freeze-out of carbon dioxide in methane mixture [6] and discussed the
feasibility of the proposed system. However, the analytical models are applicable only to very slow or
“quasi-steady” process [6-8], where the accumulated frost has negligible effect on thermal and flow
resistance. It is intended in this experiment to investigate the freeze-out and release behavior of carbon
dioxide under “heavily frosted” conditions in methane mixture. Specifically, the location of frost
accumulation and the required temperature for clean-up are sought towards practical design of the
proposed system.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Figure 2 is a schematic overview and photograph of experimental apparatus. A concentric-tube heat
exchanger made with brass tubes (12.7 mm OD and 6.4 mm OD, 5 m length) is wound in a helical spiral
and placed in a vacuum insulated cryostat (790 mm ID, 980 mm height.) Cold nitrogen enters the inner
tube of the heat exchanger, and the gas mixture of methane and carbon dioxide is fed into the annular
space in opposite direction. Nitrogen gas is supplied from a liquid container after heating to 100 K with
ambient air or a wire heater. The mixture is a pre-mixed gas of 70.0% methane and 30.0% carbon dioxide
on mole basis. The exiting gas is heated to room temperature through a long (15 m) tube immersed in
water bath heated with a portable burner. Shut-off valves are installed at the external tube network for
controlling the flow direction.

Temperature is measured at the two inlets and 11 axial locations (with an equal distance of 0.5 m) of
the heat exchanger. Temperature sensors are platinum resistors (Lakeshore PT-103, ±0.25 K), which are
attached tightly with cryogenic varnish (GEvarnish-ICEles03) on the external tube wall. The measured
temperature is recorded at every second with two units of data acquisition board (Lakeshore Temperature
Monitor 218.) Flow rate is controlled at room temperature with two rotameters (Dwyer T24T and T43S)
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for nitrogen and gas mixture. The concentration of methane and carbon dioxide is measured at the exit of
heat exchanger with Biogas Portable Gas Analyser (HATECH, ±0.5%.) Connections passing through the
top plate of cryostat are made with stainless steel tubes (6.2 mm OD) and standard tube fittings
(Swagelok.)

      

Figure 2 Schematic overview and photograph of experimental apparatus

The experimental procedure is composed of three steps. Step 1 is to pre-cool the heat exchanger
wall with nitrogen gas only. The exiting nitrogen gas at warm end is heated through the water bath and
returns at room temperature to the heat exchanger. Since flow rate is identical for the two streams,
temperature becomes axially linear at steady state. Step 2 is to remove carbon dioxide as frost on the cool-
down passage. To begin this step, the valves at warm end are switched so that the gas mixture enters the
annular space. Step 2 continues until the passage is completely clogged up with frost and the whole heat
exchanger is cooled down to cold nitrogen gas temperature. Step 3 is to warm up the heat exchanger with
heat leak from the ambient and release the accumulated frost. After the nitrogen flow is shut-off, the wall
temperature and exit gas concentration are measured until the entire system returns to room temperature.
The evolution of axial temperature distribution is drawn in a graph to observe the freeze-out and release
behavior.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 shows the measured history of axial temperature distribution for Step 1 and Step 2, where x is
the axial distance from the cold end. For Step 1, the flow rate of nitrogen gas is approximately 2.36 g/s
(7.20 Nm3/h,) and the inlet temperatures are 100 K and 300 K at the cold and warm ends, respectively. It
takes about 30 minutes to reach the steady state with linear axial temperature. The temperature of inner
tube is not directly measured, but estimated to be about 10~15 K lower than the measured temperature of
outer tube at the same axial location.

Step 2 begins at 35 minutes, and Figure 4(b) is the following evolution of axial temperature
distribution. The flow rate of gas mixture is 0.46 g/s (1.56 Nm3/h) at the beginning of Step 2, but
gradually decreases as the flow resistance increases due to frost accumulation. The passage is completely
clogged up at 53 minutes, as indicated in Figure 4(b). The pressure regulator of mixed gas tank is set at
400 kPa. The frost temperature of carbon dioxide is approximately 196 K as shown on phase diagram in
Figure 5, and the initial frost point is near x = 2.5 m. The frosted region, however, gradually moves
upstream (i.e. larger x,) since the heat exchanger temperature decreases. It is recalled that temperature is
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measured at outer tube, but the frost is deposited on inner tube, where temperature may be well below the
measured value, as illustrated in Figure 6. The concentration of carbon dioxide is 0.0% at the exit during
Step 2.

            

(a) Step 1 (pre-cooling with N2 and N2 flows)   (b) Step 2 (freeze-out with N2 and CO2+CH4 flows)

Figure 4. Measured history of axial temperature distribution in heat exchanger for Step 1 and Step 2

A flat region in axial distribution is observed around at 120 K for 40 through 50 minutes. This is
clearly caused by the condensation of methane, because its saturation temperature is 112~131 K at
101~400 kPa as also indicated in Figure 5. After the clog-up at 53 minutes, temperature drops again,
because no ore methane gas flows in the heat exchanger. The entire heat exchanger is cooled nearly to
100 K at 70 minutes, as cold nitrogen continues to flow. The reason for this cooling is to start the warm-
up (Step 3) from axially uniform temperature.

               

  Figure 5. Phase diagram of methane and carbon dioxide        Figure 6. Schematic distribution of frost deposit and temperature

Figure 7 is the measured history of axial temperature distribution and exit gas concentration for Step 3.
Temperature increases at a fairly uniform rate over the heat exchanger for 70~130 minutes up to
approximately 200 K. However, the temperature increase becomes very slow locally at x = 2.5~4 m for
next 70 minutes. The reason for this slow increase is obviously the latent heat of sublimation of frosted
carbon dioxide. The history of exit gas concentration supports this explanation, too. At 130 minutes, the
confined methane is released first for short period of time, and then a sharp increase of carbon dioxide
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concentration is followed. The concentration of carbon dioxide remains over 97% from 130 to 200
minutes, and then decreases somewhat erratically for about an hour after 200 minutes.

 

Figure 7. Measured history of axial temperature distribution and exit gas concentration for Step 3

In summary, it may be stated from Figures 4 and 7 that carbon dioxide begins to be accumulated as
frost around at x = 2.5 m, but the frosted zone moves gradually upstream, as the mixed gas temperature
decreases because of the unbalanced heat capacity of counter flow. The accumulated frost adds to flow
and thermal resistance, which accelerates the clog-up of passage around at x = 3.5~4 m. In order to clean
up the accumulated frost, the warm-up temperature should be approximately 210 K, as roughly expected
by the present authors in previous work [7].

Similar experiment may be repeated with different values of flow rate, pressure level, and freeze-out
time. The freeze-out process in Step 2 may be stopped well before the clog-up by shutting off the inlet
valve of gas mixture, but the cold nitrogen flow should continue until the uniform temperature is
obtained. The experimental data on the frost location and grow rate of deposit may be directly applicable
to the practical design of integrated separation-liquefaction system.

CONCLUSIONS

An experiment is successfully performed on the freeze-out removal of carbon dioxide from methane
mixture under heavily frosted condition. Pre-mixed gas of methane and carbon dioxide is fed into
a concentric tube heat exchanger as a counter flow of cold nitrogen gas. Temperature is measured at
a number of axial locations of heat exchanger during the entire procedure of pre-cooling, freeze-out, and
slow warm-up. With the measured history of axial temperature distribution and exit gas concentration, it
is demonstrated that the location of frost accumulation and the required temperature for clean-up may be
estimated.
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